W.W.S.C Air Gun Steel Silhouette Target Range
Rules:
 Air gun range is for associate and charter members only.
 All shooters must sign in and sign out at the rifle and pistol range desk.
 Air guns only are permitted, no rim fire or center fire pistols or rifles permitted.
Air gun can be a pistol or rifle using compressed air, CO2, break barrel, spring or
pump.
 Pellet size is restricted to .25 caliber and below.
 Lead pellets are the only ammunition permitted, no steel BB’s allowed due to
ricochet. No hunting pellets with steel BB on the front of the pellet are permitted.
 Eye protection is mandatory. Hearing protection is not required.
 Observe standard range safety rules, “range is HOT, COLD, CEASE Fire”
 Practice field safety / hunting rules, muzzle up or muzzle down when walking
from one lane to the next. Avoid sweeping (pointing) your muzzle at other
members.
 Only shoot at painted steel targets hung from trees.
 Only shoot at targets in the designated shooting station / lane. No cross lane shots
allowed on other stations.
 No shooting at targets any closer than 10 yards. We suggest shooting targets from
the white stake within the shooting lane.
 Be courteous to 3D archers when they need to retrieve their arrows. Air gun
shooters should cease fire and open the breach on their gun while archers are
down range in their shooting lane. Muzzle up or muzzle down.
 Please do not shoot the foam 3D animal targets with pellets. These are meant for
3D archery and arrows only.
General Comments:






There are 44 targets in total. All are hung from trees on the north side (left side)
of the trail. There are no targets on the south side (right side) of trail.
There are at least 2 targets per shooting lane. On some lanes there could be 5-6
targets. We will hang numbered signs soon to make it easier to find them in the
woods.
All targets range from 1 foot to 3 foot from the ground on the side of a tree or on
the face of a tree.
Please let the Range Safety Officer on duty know if the targets need to be
repainted or if appear to be broken in any way.
Have fun and provide us with your feedback on the course!
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